Host Julie says:
When last we left the intrepid crew of the Paula Greene, the away team had recovered 9 bodies of the scientific team that had seen their last day on the planet.  The XO had been rendered unconcious, the entire away team went back
to the Paula Greene.  Where is the 10th scientist?  What killed the 9 dead?  Will they find out?  Let's return to the Paula Greene and find out.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Ryan says:
::Standing in Sickbay waiting for orders and watching the med team work on the XO::
Host CO_Madred says:
::standing in sickbay looking over the perennially unconscious form of Tealk Amendoeira::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::scans the XO who lost consicousness again::
CEO_Burke says:
::still staring at the information coming through from the duck blind::
FCO_Panthera says:
::sitting at the helm keeping an eye on the orbit and looks around hoping that all is going well on the bridge::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::frowns:: CO: Captain... the type of damage to the XO is similar to some of the members of the Science team  ::calls up records::

ACTION:  The duck blind is transmitting an alarm.  There are intruders inside.

Host CO_Madred says:
::nods:: CMO: I didn't realize you'd had a chance to examine the other bodies yet.
CEO_Burke says:
::turns:: CO: Sir, the duck blind has activated an intruder alarm.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::nods:: I barely had time before the XO and the others arrived Captain...  ::looks at screen and frowns::
Host CO_Madred says:
::turns to Burke:: CEO: Do we know who it is?
CTO_Ryan says:
::Hears the CEO and moves next to him at the console, staring at the display::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Pulls her phaser rifle out of the way then looks over the CEO's shoulder::
CEO_Burke says:
CO: Not sure.  I can head to the bridge and check it out.
FCO_Panthera says:
::starts a scan on the planet trying to locate one full-blooded Klingon down there::
Host CO_Madred says:
CEO: No... CTO: Mister Ryan, take Mister Burke and Mister Panthera and beam back to the surface. Flush the intruders, and then prepare to remove the entire facility.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::frowns:: CO: The other Vulcan's in the Away Team suffered some type of telepathic attack as did the XO.... ::shows him the information on the PADD::
Host CO_Madred says:
CTO/CEO: I want you to limit your time down there ... and wear bio monitors so we can keep a close eye on your life signs. ::hands them the monitors from a nearby tray in sickbay::
CTO_Ryan says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Nods to the CEO then taps her COM badge:: *FCO*: Meet me in transporter room one for away team duty.
Host CO_Madred says:
CMO: What about the non-Vulcans?
CEO_Burke says:
::nods, shuffles his duck blind link to the console on his desk in Engineering and follows the CTO::
CTO_Ryan says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Takes the device from the CO::
FCO_Panthera says:
*CTO*: Aye. ::stands up:: Is the captain on his way back up to take the bridge?
CTO_Ryan says:
CO: The FCO wants to know if you are returning to the Bridge, Sir.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
CO: They suffered some type of synaptic shock....   I am speculating that it was mecanical in nature... some type of device perhaps....
CEO_Burke says:
::places the monitor on his arm and adjusts it a bit.  It seems a little tight::
Host CO_Madred says:
::nods:: CMO: Keep working on it, Doctor. I want information ... I'll be on the bridge.
CTO_Ryan says:
::Straps the monitor on her left arm snuggly::
CTO_Ryan says:
*FCO*: Affirmative.
Host CO_Madred says:
::heads out of sickbay and towards the nearest turbolift as the away team heads in the other direction::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Heads out of Sickbay headed for the turbolift::
FCO_Panthera says:
::checks her weapons and makes sure she has everything she needs before heading down. *CTO*: Acknowledged I am on my way to the TR. ::nods at one of the officers putting them in charge until the CO arrives and calls the TL::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Enters the turbolift and waits for the CEO::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::is about to acknowledge the Captain's order but sees him leave sickbay::
CEO_Burke says:
CTO: Up and down, up and down.  I feel like a yo-yo.
Host CO_Madred says:
::steps into his turbolift:: TL: Bridge...
FCO_Panthera says:
Kara: Make sure you keep the orbit stable and watch that scan I am running for that Klingon.
CTO_Ryan says:
::Nods to the CEO as he enters the turbolift:: TL: Transporter room one.
FCO_Panthera says:
<Kara> FCO: Aye I have it. ::sits down a the helm::
Host CO_Madred says:
::changes his mind:: TL: Halt ... and return to sickbay.
CEO_Burke says:
::enters the TL right behind the CTO and listens to the door close, makes a mental note to have it checked, it didn't sound right.::
CTO_Ryan says:
CEO: You're going to need weapons.
FCO_Panthera says:
::enters the TL requesting TR1::
CEO_Burke says:
::points to the phaser still on his belt from before::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::scans the remaining members of the Science team::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Looks at the hand phaser:: CEO: No, I mean "Weapons".  ::Grins::

ACTION:  More information continues to pore in.  THe intruders are half vulcan/half klingon.  Approx 6 to 8 feet tall.

Host CO_Madred says:
::steps out of the lift again and walks back towards sickbay:: CMO: I want to be here when Commander Amendoeira regains consciousness. Their are other officers who can attend to the bridge until then. ::walks up to where the Doctor is working:: CMO: What can I do to assist you?
CEO_Burke says:
::sees the glimmer in the CTO's eye at the idea of the weapons::
CEO_Burke says:
CTO: Well, we can try some of your new toys.
FCO_Panthera says:
::exits the TL and walks into the TR waiting on the others::
CTO_Ryan says:
::Exits the turbolift and walks across the corridor into transporter room one. Immediately opens up the weapons locker and hands the CEO a phaser rifle:: CEO: Here, and don't point that thing at me.
CTO_Ryan says:
::Sees the FCO enter:: FCO: Good, grab a rifle, hand phaser, tricorder and a tac bag.  Pack photon grenades.  ::Nods to the locker::
CEO_Burke says:
::takes the rifle and almost drops it::  CTO: Have I ever mentioned that weapons and I don't get along.  I'm more a barroom brawl, hand to hand guy.  ::smiles::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::turns to the Captain::  CO: I am speculating that one of the natives attacked the Commander... It might be prudent to capture one of them for experimentation.
Host CO_Madred says:
::looks at tr'Raedheol aghast:: CMO: I don't think so, Doctor! That would be a gross violation of the Prime Directive.
CTO_Ryan says:
::Looks at the CEO:: CEO: Good, then you don't get any photon grenades.  ::Smiles and steps onto the transporter pad::
FCO_Panthera says:
::goes to the locker and gets the requested items except for the phaser since she has her own::
CEO_Burke says:
::shakes his head as he takes a spot behind the CTO and hoists his rifle::
FCO_Panthera says:
::steps onto the pad with the items slung on her back:: CTO: Ready I guess I just wish I knew what we were beaming into.
CTO_Ryan says:
FCO/CEO: I want complete silence upon beam down.  Hand signals only until we secure the area.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::sighs:: CO: Perhaps MO Payne can continue the autopsies and I could scan the natives first hand while the rest of the Away Team searches for this mystery device
CEO_Burke says:
::nods, handing the FCO the spare bio monitor::
CTO_Ryan says:
FCO/CEO: We are to flush out the intruders then destroy the facility.
FCO_Panthera says:
CTO: I'll do my best ma'am. ::holds up a paw...sees the CEO and takes the monitor putting it on::
CTO_Ryan says:
*CO*: Ryan to Madred.  We are ready for transport, Sir.
CEO_Burke says:
CTO: Um, the Captain said remove, not destroy.
Host CO_Madred says:
CMO: If this telepathic trauma affects Vulcans it will probably affect Romulans too. You're staying onboard the Paula Greene until we have a way of combatting this.
Host CO_Madred says:
*CTO*: Proceed Commander.
CTO_Ryan says:
*CO*: Acknowledged.  ::Nods to the transporter chief:: TC: Energize.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::shakes head:: CO: Romulans and Vulcans do not share the telepathic abilities Captain.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
CO: The genetic drift of telepathy was lost millenia ago.
FCO_Panthera says:
CTO: I think I would have preferred going down by shuttle.
CEO_Burke says:
::feels a bit queezy as his molecules are disassembled::
Host CO_Madred says:
CMO: All the same Doctor, you're staying put ... and that's final. If you want to examine a native... ::points:: ...there's your sensor station.

ACTION:  The away team materalizes on the surface just in time to see one of the natives abruptly leave the duck blind.

CEO_Burke says:
@ ::looks around::
FCO_Panthera says:
@::looks around keeping weapon at the ready::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Dematerializes and rematerializes on the planet surface.  Quickly makes a visual scan of the area and spots someone fleeing the duck blind.  Signals to the team to spread out and signals the CEO to follow the native::
CEO_Burke says:
@ ::starts to say something, but just as his mouth opens he remembers the CTO's orders, stops and just goes back to looking around::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::sighs:: CO: Captain.... I cannot get anything usefull from sensors... and there are drugs that can impead telepathy to the species that have it.
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Quickly moves towards the duck blind taking up a position out of their view::
FCO_Panthera says:
@::nods and starts moving out looking at everything in view::
Host CO_Madred says:
::growing irritated:: CMO: What part of 'no' are you not understanding Doctor?
CEO_Burke says:
@ ::sees the CTO point somewhere and it takes a second before he realizes he's supposed to follow someone.  He proceeds to go after him::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Moves to the door of the duck blind and pulls out her tricorder to scan for lifesigns within::
CEO_Burke says:
@::looks around, trying to find the native::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::grows irratated:: CO: As you wish Captain.

ACTION:  The CTO picks up a faint power source signal.

FCO_Panthera says:
@::moves cautiously around checking for hiding places of ambushers...pulls out the tricorder and starts scanning the area::
CEO_Burke says:
@:: sees the native moving away, starts to follow him, being careful to stay out of sight.::

ACTION:  The FCO also picks up a faint power source signal.

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Gets a faint reading of a signal, but no bio signatures.  Motions for the FCO to take up a position on the other side of the door and prepares to enter the duck blind::
Host CO_Madred says:
::gruffly:: CMO: Thank you, Doctor ... now take care of the Commander. ::leaves sickbay, not interested in staying a moment longer with this irritating man::
CEO_Burke says:
@::slips for a moment and starts sliding down a slope.  Gets about 5 meters before he catches himself::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Places her tricorder back in her belt then rears up and kicks open the door, rushing into the duck blind, phaser rifle at the ready::
FCO_Panthera says:
@::moves over to the other side noting the faint signals on the tricorder...takes caution not to slip on the ice...follows the CTO in phaser rifle at the ready::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::bangs the PADD on the desk and picks up his tricorder::
CEO_Burke says:
@::sees the native make a sharp left.  Wonders if he has been made.  Continues on, a bit more cautious::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Doesn't find anyone inside the duck blind.  Begins looking at the equipment there.  Whispers to the FCO::  FCO: Scan the equipment.

ACTION:  CTO/FCO:  Find a tunnel leading downward.

FCO_Panthera says:
@::nods and starts looking around...whispers:: CTO: Look here. ::points to the tunnel::
Host CO_Madred says:
::arrives back on the bridge and retakes command, assuming the center seat::
CEO_Burke says:
@::starts panting a bit, the native keeping up a break-neck pace.  Hopes he doesn't slip and break his own neck anytime soon, rounds a corner and sees the native still moving up ahead.::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Moves around to the tunnel and pauses to listen for movement from below before descending::
FCO_Panthera says:
@::opens the tac bag and pulls out a lantern attaching it to the phaser rifle...offers one to the CTO::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Takes the beacon and attaches it to her rifle then moves down the tunnel::
FCO_Panthera says:
@::points to ears and shakes head at not hearing anything::
FCO_Panthera says:
@::follows the CTO down the tunnel not using the latern but just her eyes at this point::

ACTION:  A transmission comes in from the surface .

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Sees the frost in front of her face as she breathes.  Continues down the tunnel.  Hears water dripping up ahead::
CEO_Burke says:
@::as he continues on, a thought occurs to him.  If he does catch up with the native, what is he supposed to do?  Certainly not capture him.  Observe maybe?  When should he report back?  He stops for a moment, thinking over the options and wishes he was rebuilding an impulse manifold instead::
FCO_Panthera says:
@::pads cautiously down the tunnel looking left and right as well as keeping an eye behind them::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Pulls out her tricorder and checks for bio signatures::

ACTION:  CEO:  Watches as the native seemingly dissappears.

T`Bor says:
@ ::fiddles with the communication equipment::  COM:Anyone: This is Doctor T'bor.... I do not know how long I can continue to evade them....
CEO_Burke says:
@::deciding to follow and observe a bit longer, Kieran looks up to see the native there one second and gone the next.  "What the??"::
FCO_Panthera says:
<Kara> ::turns to the CO:: CO: Sir there is a transmission coming up from the surface...
T`Bor says:
@ COM:Anyone: I shall die with honor if confronted again...  I will not let them get the device...

ACTION:  The CTO and FCO turn a corner and finds a door.
                            CEO finds a tunnel.

CEO_Burke says:
@::slowly makes his way to where the native disappeared and takes out his tricorder, scanning the area::
Host CO_Madred says:
::sits up:: COM: T'Bor: Doctor, this is Captain Madred of the Paula Greene. What is your location?
CEO_Burke says:
@::considers for a moment and shrugs, heading carefully into the tunnel::

ACTION:  The door will not open.
                           The door appears to be from the old civilization.
T`Bor says:
@ Self: You worthless P'tak...  transmit... transmit... ::bangs the communication equipement::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Kicks the door but it doesn't budge.  Tries again::
T`Bor says:
@ ::smirks as the communication equipment falls to pieces::
CEO_Burke says:
@::the tunnel is a bit dark and Kieran wishes he had a flashlight or something.  Finds his way down by feeling the cold wall::

ACTION:  THe COMM channel goes dead.

CEO_Burke says:
@::shivers::
FCO_Panthera says:
@::tries to help the CTO bust down the door::
Host CO_Madred says:
::sighs as he hears the channel go dead and orders the duty OPS officer to triangulate the position of the transmission::

ACTION:  Sensors have located Doctor T`Bor's location.

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Looks at the FCO and nods.  Backs up then fires at the door with her phaser rifle::
FCO_Panthera says:
@::follows suit firing at the door::

ACTION:  The door remains.

T`Bor says:
@ ::searches for a new place to prepare an attack or defense::
FCO_Panthera says:
@::holds out the bag:: CTO: Well we do have some explosives.
CEO_Burke says:
@::thinks the tunnel seems awfully long, tries to listen in the darkness for any sound from the native::
Host CO_Madred says:
*CTO*: Commander Ryan ... sensors have been able to locate Doctor T'bor and we briefly were able to communicate with him. I'm transmitting his coordinates to you.
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Whispers:: FCO: Take cover.  ::Opens her tac bag and takes out a grenade, tossing it towards the door::
FCO_Panthera says:
@::heads back up the tunnel taking cover::
T`Bor says:
@ ::runs towards his original entry point::
CTO_Ryan says:
*CO*: Acknowledged.  Pulls out her tricorder and receives the coordinates::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Taps her tricorder, setting off the charge::
Host CO_Madred says:
*CTO*: If you'd like, the Paula Greene can transport you to that location...

ACTION:  Away team receives information from the Paula Greene.  T'Bor is running towars the away team.

CTO_Ryan says:
@*CO*: Negative, Sir.
CEO_Burke says:
@::keeps moving down, at least it feels like down, the tunnel::

ACTION:  THe away team now picks up the life signal from T`Bor.

T`Bor says:
@ :: looks from side to side his knife in one hand ready to pounce::
FCO_Panthera says:
@::keeps ears open for any sounds::
FCO_Panthera says:
@::pulls out tricorder and scans the area making sure the tunnels are still safe::

ACTION:  An explosion is heard, but the door remain standing.

T`Bor says:
@ ::stops as he hears an explosion::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Watches as the explosive detonates but doesn't do any damage.  Sighs.  Picks up a life form approaching their position.  Whispers::  FCO: Someone's coming.
CEO_Burke says:
@::slips on some ice and falls hard on his rear.  Stifles the curse about to pass his lips, gets up and keeps moving on wonder when this blasted tunnel will end::
FCO_Panthera says:
@CTO: It might be our missing scientist.
CTO_Ryan says:
@FCO: Take cover.  ::Moves into a small alcove::
FCO_Panthera says:
@::moves into an alcove across from the CTO's location::

ACTION:  The CEO turns a corner and is back outside.

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Waits for the life form to pass their position::
CEO_Burke says:
@::finally, the tunnel ends.  Starts looking around for the native::
T`Bor says:
@ ::looks at the door and wonders who is on the other side::
FCO_Panthera says:
@::looks over at the CTO and whispers:: CTO: Should we call out to see if it might be the missing scientist?
CEO_Burke says:
@::looks around trying to get his bearings back, comfortable he knows where he is, moves on looking for the native::

ACTION:  The native is nowhere to be found.

T`Bor says:
@ ::breathes in and out attempting to raise his blood pressure and yells:: All: I shall take you NOW !!!    Today is a good day to die !!!!!   ::yanks open door and screams and runs towards the nearest body and throws his knife at the FCO::

ACTION:  The knife barely misses the FCO.

FCO_Panthera says:
@::ducks the knife and growls::
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Hears the footsteps stop on the otherside of the door then moves out towards the door.  Stops to listen::
CEO_Burke says:
@::pretty bumbed, the native is no where in sight and Kieran doesn't see anything that looks like tracks to follow.  Decides to head back to the duck blind::
T`Bor says:
@ ::runs towards the CTO screaming:: All: Aaargh !  ::jumps on the CTO::
FCO_Panthera says:
@T'Bor: Halt we are here to help you. ::tries to pull the Klingon off the CTO::
T`Bor says:
@ ::punches the CTO and pauses after the punch:: CTO: Who are you ???
FCO_Panthera says:
@::tries to grab the Klingon's arms:: T'Bor: Stop! ::growls out::
Host CO_Madred says:
::orders the OPS officer to lock onto the away team's position and to beam them all ... and doctor T'bor ... to sickbay::
T`Bor says:
@ ::sneezes from the cat fur::  FCO: What are you?
CTO_Ryan says:
@::Gets slammed into from T'Bor and thrown off balance::
FCO_Panthera says:
@T'Bor: I am a Cait. Now stop this nonsense.

Action:  The Away team plus T`Bor is beamed to sickbay.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


